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As a regular attendee of various security 
briefings and meetings in the IT industry 
across the region, there is a consistent  
theme that reoccurs: lateral movement.  
It’s a legitimate concern, and something  
that should be addressed by all organisations. 
However, with a Cloud perspective there is  
a key differentiator between existing  
traditional on-premises/datacentre/co-lo 
deployments and networking, and the  
Amazon Cloud environment.

If you are running virtual machines in the 
Amazon Web Services Elastic Compute Cloud, 
or AWS EC2, then you are running this within 
a networking contract called a Virtual Private 
Cloud (VPC). If its your first time, then you may 
be running this within a Default configured 
VPC; however, if you are experienced then your 
VPC may be more detailed, meeting a richer 
set of requirements that become apparent  
over time.
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LATERAL MOVEMENT

Lateral movement is when an exploited host is used as an asset to move sideways in your 
network to the next host, as an attacker looks to disrupt, copy, extract or otherwise interfere 
in your operations. Your typical enterprise VPC is most likely connected to your office location 
via VPNs or possibly fibre, and your VPC-deployed workload may be offering services to your 
internal office network. With that connectivity in place, your lateral movement vector could be 
from on-premise to in cloud, or vice-versa.

Traditionally, your office network is often done 
on shared segments of networks. There can 
be several systems connected to the same 
ethernet switch, or the same Wi-Fi access 
point. Those networks connect to routers 
or firewalls, which police the boundary of 
that shared segment, but do nothing for 
the security of the individual assets sitting 
alongside each other in the same network 
segment. The granularity of the firewall is 
often the shared network segment.

In the AWS environment, that granularity is not 
the same; two hosts sitting in the same logical 
network segment (a subnet) may be members 
of two completely different Security Groups.  
A Security Group is a Stateful firewall, meaning 
that you only need to define the incoming 
or outgoing service that you wish to permit, 
and the return traffic for that connection is 
automatically matched and permitted (the 
alternate is a Network ACL, which requires 
both the outbound and inbound packets to be 
permitted to connect as two separate policies). 

Your EC2-deployed resources, which include 
Virtual Machines (EC2), managed databases 
(RDS), managed Load Balancers (ELB/ALB/
NLB), managed cache services (Elasticache), 
VPC-attached serverless Lambda functions 

and more, also have Network Interfaces (ENIs) 
that are present within your Virtual Private 
Cloud network, and each must be a member of 
one or more Security Groups.

With every VPC, there is a Security Group 
called “Default”, and its initial configuration 
is to permit no traffic inbound, but to permit 
all outbound traffic. As a recommendation do 
not modify any inbound rules for this default. 
Any service you deploy should have a carefully 
thought-out connectivity plan, and not left to 
a generic default. If you find services using 
a Security Group called “Default”, or “launch-
wizard-nnnn”, then that’s evidence that your 
deployment needs attention to ensure the 
appropriateness of the network security.

In addition, with this Default Security Group, 
it permits all egress (outbound). Therefore, 
change the default to permit nothing 
outbound. If this group were to be accidentally 
used as a resource, then it should not add any 
ability for either inbound or outbound traffic.
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LOAD BALANCING FOR MANAGEMENT AND 
SECURITY

For services we deploy, the application servers sit behind a load balancer, including for 
internal-facing services.

These load balancers need to use TLS 
protocols, even for internal-facing traffic. 
There’s a number of advantages for this:

1.   It’s a point of traffic control that can update 
immediately, unlike updating DNS records 
– even internal ones – that can be cached 
for a period. While DNS records have a Time 
To Live (TTL), clients sometime cache this 
beyond that time and that’s outside of our 
direct, immediate control.

2.   A load balancer is a great place to take 
advantage of TLS termination. It may be 
HTTPS, or other protocols like LDAPS, 
which is TLS to the load balancer, and then 
may be unencrypted LDAP to the host(s) 
behind the load balancer. Moving certificate 
management to the Load Balancer is more 
manageable than a potentially dynamic fleet 
of service nodes behind the load balancer.

3.   Amazon Certificate Manager can issue 
free, widely-recognised TLS certificates, 
and deploy them to your managed load 
balancers for you; including re-issuing 
them before they expire (tip: if you leave 
the DNS validation records in place). 
There’s a number of advantages from this 
automation and price-point:

a.   You never have to remember to replace 
certificates, as its automated; and TLS 
certificate lifetimes, which are typically 
capped at 3 years, are getting shorter – 
some as low as 3 months

b.   You never have to justify the cost for having 
valid certificates in dev, because its free or, 
built into the cost base of using AWS

c.   If you have valid certificates in your non-
production environments, then you have 
a better chance of getting TLS working 
correctly in production

d.   If your team is accustomed to always 
having valid TLS certificates, they no  
longer ignore security warnings of invalid 
TLS certificates!
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This managed load balancer now has 
a Security Group itself. Its INBOUND 
requirements are your client facing port(s) 
– typically 443, possibly port 80 if you still 
support unencrypted web pages. You may 
wish to permit inbound ICMP Echo Request if 
you think clients need to ping your endpoint, 
however, the less the better.

With all Security Groups, there are two sides to 
the rules; inbound (above), but also outbound. 
Your managed load balancers should only 
be making requests on specific service ports 
from your fleet of virtual machines, which are 
ideally constrained within specific subnets 
across multiple availability zones. 

Your application server hosts behind this load 
balancer will have their own, separate Security 
Group. None of your clients should access 
your application servers directly, therefore the 

Ingress to them should only match the  
egress from your load balancer. Security 
Groups can be referential in their rules; but 
I recommend doing this only on the Ingress 
rule set, not the Egress – as doing so can 
create circular dependencies.

“With all Security Groups, there  
are two sides to the rules;  
inbound, but also outbound.“
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ANALYSING THE OUTBOUND

But what egress (outbound) access does your application server require? Often, you’ll have a 
database, that needs outbound access to a port like 3306 (MySQL/Maria), 5432 (Postgres), 
1521 (Oracle), 1433 (SQL Server), etc. Since your database is in your VPC, and you have 
allocated your VPC an IPv4 private (RFC1918) address space, you can restrict down the egress 
to the service port to within just your VPC – or just the contiguous address space for a specific 
set of (contiguous) subnets within your VPC where your database servers live. 

Your application server may also require 
some run-time dependencies to be fetched or 
updated at launch time, or data integration to 
other parties; ideally these are over encrypted 
protocols, such as HTTPS. Therefore, we 
need egress port 443 to some range, or to a 
dedicated (fleet of) proxy servers that inspect 
and whitelist URLs.

Lastly, your application servers may have 
some maintenance access requirement;  
try to avoid having direct access from 
your internal network. Use a specific 
management host, with named logins for your 
administration team. Using SSH (not RDP),  
and SSH Agent Forwarding, the credentials 
for accessing your fleet are not stored on 
your management host; but tunnelled all the 
way back to local workstations.

At no time are we permitting lateral movement 
from application servers outbound to other 
application servers; there’s no need. If you 
move further towards log shipping and 
centralisation, then you’re removing more 
of the requirements for any administrative 
access to the application servers at all.

With this capability, we’re adding more and 
more protection around our service as a 
layered approach. Full maintenance of your 
application is also critical; patching both 
the underlying operating system of virtual 
machines, as well as any Commercial-Off-

The-Shelf (COTS) software, or updating 
your dependant libraries regularly, and your 
programming language, compiler, or runtime 
is highly recommended, including by the 
Australian Signals Directorate (ASD, part 
of the Dept Defence) with their Essential 8 
cybersecurity program.

Additional Tips

1.  Enable GuardDuty across your 
AWS accounts to a central 
security account. It is a cost 
effective way to having an 
invaluable eye running over 
your activity logs. Don’t forget 
to review the output or trigger 
notifications from findings (and 
respond to them).

2.  Enable an Organisation CloudTrail 
set to a central security account. 
This is enforced on all subsidiary 
accounts and cannot be disabled.

3.  Scan your external facing TLS 
services with SSLLabs.com; 
review HTTPS endpoints with 
securityheaders.com, and check 
the output of hardenize.com for 
your domain.
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Modis AWS Cloud practice has been applying 
and extending its best practice to exceed 
the AWS Well Architected requirements 
since before there was a Well Architected 
Framework. Modis’ long history of 
delivering AWS-based services to Australian 
government exceeds half a decade: there is 
no compression algorithm for experience. 
We continue to innovate for our customers; 
stronger encryption protocols over time, 

modern network architectures (such as 
delivering dual-stack IPv4 and IPv6 services), 
re-baselining Virtual Machine (instance) 
based workloads to new operating systems, 
and migrating Serverless environments to 
newer runtimes (eg, NodeJS 6 to 8, Python 
3.6 to 3.7). If you need a capable partner to 
architect, deploy, maintain and manage your 
workloads, please contact us.

Modis is an AWS Advanced Tier Consulting Partner since 2014 (AWS Partner Portal listing), 
delivering critical national infrastructure for Australian enterprise and government bodies in 
AWS since 2013, with capabilities around Cloud, Analytics (AWS, Azure, SAS, SAP), Software 
Development (Java, .Net, Python, R, NodeJS/JavaScript), Web Security, Project Management, 
Change Management, Management consulting, Databases (Oracle, SQL Server, Postgres, 
MySQL; including migrating between database platforms). 

Read more about our AWS capability.
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